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“But, Mr. Hargreaves, I’m afraid that…” 

“That’s enough. You’re dismissed,” Santiago uttered impatiently to his butler. 
He wasn’t worried about Brad conquering the others. However, little did he 
know that Brad was going to come after Violet Cloud Palace as well. In Brad’s 
eyes, friendship meant nothing in the face of benefits. 

Brad was also a purple-robed emissary, but the purple-robed emissaries did 
not know each other’s identities. Ever since receiving orders from Tanner, 
they had been conspiring to take action in their respective secret realms. 

They had to remove all factors that might negatively affect them before the 
restoration of spiritual energy. Otherwise, they would not be the only ones 
who would benefit from the restoration of spiritual energy. 

Slaughters were happening all over the other. secret realms as well, for each 
secret realm. had a purple-robed emissary of their own.. Clearly, Evil Heart 
Sect had been planning for this moment since a long time ago.. 

Although the Eight Major Secret Realms had dissolved into chaos, the 
mundane world remained unaffected and peaceful. Arthur was smoking in the 
Department of Justice, seemingly worried. 

The cup of coffee in front of him had turned cold a long time ago, but he had 
yet to even take a sip, which was rather unusual. “Mr. Sanders, the coffee has 
gone cold. Please let me change into a fresh cup for you,” Xavier muttered. 
“No, it’s fine. You should leave,” Arthur said instead, waving his hand 
dismissively. 

At that, Xavier had no choice but to leave. “Looks like what’s bound to happen 
will happen eventually. Now that the Eight Major Secret Realms are in turmoil, 
I do hope Kai can stop this catastrophe and save all humans in the mundane 
world,” Arthur muttered under his breath. 

Right then, someone abruptly opened the door to Arthur’s office. No one was 
allowed into Arthur’s office without receiving his permission. after knocking, 
but these few people had barged into the office. However, Arthur could guess 
who they were without even needing to even look at them. 



“How’s the training?” he asked with a smile. “Mr. Sanders, we’ve learned 
everything you taught us, so we’re here in hopes of asking you to teach us 
more,” Cecilia replied as she took a step forward. 

As it turned out, it was Cecilia and the others. Ever since they had received 
Arthur’s guidance, they had been practicing every second they could. 
Moreover, Arthur had also told them that they could come to him at any time 
without needing to ask for any permissions. 

Thus, Arthur immediately figured out who was entering his office. “That 
quickly?” Arthur said, slightly taken aback. “Girls, let’s show it to Mr. Sanders.” 
With that said, Cecilia, Lizbeth, and Astrid made their move. 

In the blink of an eye, they were out of the courtyard. Soon, they unleashed a 
bone-chilling aura and summoned a pillar of light together.. That pillar of light 
shot upward through the clouds, threatening to pierce a hole in the 
atmosphere. 

Soon, the weather started changing. It was sunny a moment ago, but now, 
dark clouds gathered, and one particularly dark cloud was heading toward the 
Department of Justice. “All right, that’s enough. Let’s not cause panic,” Arthur 
instructed. At that, the women halted in their tracks, and the anomaly in the 
sky disappeared immediately. 

“You did not let me down. I knew that investing all resources in Jadeborough 
on you was not going to be in vain. Well then, let me teach you a few more 
techniques. But you have to remember this: Your new skills must be kept a 
secret. They are the trump card that you can only reveal when Kai is in grave 
danger,” Arthur told them. 

“Don’t worry, Mr. Sanders. We know.” 

Cecilia nodded. She knew that Arthur was asking them of that so that Kai 
would not slack off. If he were to know that the women around him were all 
capable of defending him, he would stop putting effort into his training. Arthur 
then began teaching them new techniques. 

 


